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Teach toddlers about current events with this colorfully simple explanation of the science behind
climate change. The perfect gift for environmentally conscious kids and families!Climate Change
for Babies is an engaging, basic introduction for youngsters (and grownups!) to the complex
questions of what climate change is and what we can do about it. Full of scientific information
and written by experts, this timely installment of the Baby University board book series is perfect
for enlightening the next generation of geniuses. After all, it's never too early to become a
scientist!"Climate Change for Babies begins the conversation to teach even the littlest
environmental activists about the earth, its atmosphere, and what is currently happening to it"—
The Tiny ActivistBe sure to check out other Baby University books, including:Quantum Physics
for BabiesABCs of BiologyPandemics for BabiesGerm Theory for BabiesRocket Science for
Babiesand more!



Newtonian Physics for Babies (Baby University) Quantum Physics for Babies: The Perfect
Physics Gift and STEM Learning Book for Babies from the #1 Science Author for Kids (Baby
University) General Relativity for Babies: An Introduction to Einstein's Theory of Relativity and
Physics for Babies from the #1 Science Author for Kids (STEM and Science Gifts for Kids) (Baby
University Book 0) Optical Physics for Babies (Baby University) Quantum Entanglement for
Babies (Baby University) Goodnight Lab: A Scientific Parody (Baby University) ABCs of Physics
(Baby University Book 0) Quantum Information for Babies (Baby University) Statistical Physics
for Babies (Baby University) Electromagnetism for Babies (Baby University) Quantum
Computing for Babies: A Programming and Coding Math Book for Little Ones and Math Lovers
from the #1 Science Author for Kids (STEM Gift for Kids) (Baby University 0) Nuclear Physics for
Babies (Baby University) ABCs of Space: Explore Astronomy, Space, and our Solar System with
this Essential STEM Board Book for Kids (Science Gifts for Kids) (Baby University 0)
Astrophysics for Babies: A STEM Book about Space and Astronomy for Little Ones by the #1
Science Author for Kids (Science Gifts for Kids) (Baby University 0) Blockchain for Babies: An
Introduction to the Technology Behind Bitcoin from the #1 Science Author for Kids (STEM and
Science Gifts for Kids) (Baby University Book 0) Bayesian Probability for Babies: A STEM and
Math Gift for Toddlers, Babies, and Math Lovers from the #1 Science Author for Kids (Baby
University)



Ainslee L., “4-year-old loves this book. My 4-year-old loves this book. I love that he's learning
about something so critical from a young age. It's also so simple that hopefully grandma,
grandpa, and uncle will learn something when they read it!!”

dimples, “My 5 year old loves this book. It helped explain climate change and things like the
earths atmosphere in very concrete terms (it’s described as earths “blanket” made out of
gasses, that can get too warm). It’s been an endless starting point for questions and
conversations with her. She brought the book to her preschool and the teacher read it aloud.
Teacher told me, right before nap time, one of the kids said they were thinking a lot about earths
blanket and how to help earth feel cooler. I mean, that’s basically the point right?? I love it.”

Alpinestarninja, “No "Now you know Climate Change" at the end :(. Every Baby University book
has Now you know/are a ..... This book doesn't! I really like reading those to my son. It's a
special ending that makes him happy. Please reprint!!!! Now you know Climate Change!”

Abbie Hagen, “Never Too Young for Knowledge. I was sent a complimentary copy of Climate
Change for Babies through the Sourcebooks Early Reader Program!It’s never too early to start
teaching your children about science and how to keep the planet healthy! Climate Change for
Babies is an educational and adorably illustrated book explaining how climate change works in a
way that even the youngest minds can understand. This book uses the narrative of “keeping the
planet healthy” as a tool to illustrate the importance of climate justice workers, which I found to
be both effective and enjoyable!You can get your copy of Climate Change for Babies now from
Sourcebooks Explore!Climate Change for Babies is the latest edition to Chris Ferrie’s scientific
picture book series! Katherina Paterou and Chris Ferrie did a fantastic job explaining a
sometimes difficult scientific concept quickly and simply. After reading Climate Change for
Babies, I am definitely going to check out the other books in this series!My Recommendation-If
you’ve got young inquiring minds in your life or home, you should pick up a copy of Climate
Change for Babies!  It is sure to engage and intrigue learners of any age!”

Cristina Caimotto, “Il cambiamento climatico spiegato ai bambini.. Chiaro e semplice per
spiegare ai bambini il cambiamento climatico con due semplici metafore. Il libro è in inglese.”

Ashley S, “Great for young children in grade school. This book explains climate change using
easy to understand analogies and lovely illustrations. It also outlines a few solutions to stop the
climate crisis, which are good motivators for children who want to take action.”

lori, “Good book. A really good book for the kids but adults learn quite a bit from these books as
well.”



Pleiades Yarcia-Cagaoan, “My son likes it!. Didn’t know it was a big book, I just thought it would
have been good to add about recycling products but overall it was good”

The book by Chris Ferrie has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 384 people have provided feedback.
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